A new m ethod has been developed for finding w here condensation in a convergent-divergent steam nozzle commences. W hen a short length of fine wire, m o u n ted on a rod, w as trav e rsed axially thro u g h th e nozzle, it was found th a t its resistance altered sh arp ly a t a ce rtain p o in t. The position of th is p o in t agreed closely w ith th a t of a sm all sudden pressure rise in th e nozzle, w hich an earlier investigation h ad show n to indicate th e beginning of condensation of th e su p ersatu rated steam . The m ean te m p eratu re of th e w ire u p strea m from th is p o in t w as found (as p redicted b y G riffith's theory) to be nearly th e sam e as th a t o f th e ste am a t entrance to th e nozzle; it was g reatly in excess of th e te m p eratu re o f th e high-velocity steam passing th e wire.
A recent investigation (Binnie & Woods 1938) on the flow of steam through a convergent-divergent nozzle showed th a t the point of condensation was m arked by a sharp rise in pressure. This m ethod of detecting condensation can rarely be employed, and we have therefore sought for another which could be used in pipes and in turbine passages. I t is well known th a t the various types of wind deflectors fitted to the bridges of ships and to the cockpits of aircraft become relatively in effective when the air contains drops of m oisture because these heavier particles are not easily diverted from their course. A similar principle underlies the design of centrifugal separators, and it has even been used in instrum ents for measuring wind-blown sand in the Sahara. I t thus seemed probable th a t the action of flowing steam on the surface of a wire held in it would depend m arkedly on the presence or absence of moisture in the steam.
Accordingly, experiments were carried out on a modified form of the nozzle previously used. Being fitted w ith numerous pressure tappings, it served as a con venient device for producing steam which a t a known and well-defined point became wet. A fine wire supported by a rod was arranged to move along the nozzle axis, and its resistance (and hence its mean tem perature) was determined. In addition to the main object of the work, two subsidiary investigations were made: {a) the loss of heat from the wire a t various tem peratures was measured; (6) the pressure dis tribution in the nozzle was examined as in the previous tests, and it was th en possible to show how far friction losses and the position of the Wilson line depend on the form of the nozzle.
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The apparatus, shown in figure 1, was a modification of th a t used in the earlier work. The rectangular nozzle previously employed was too shallow to perm it the introduction of a wire. New cheeks were therefore inserted to form a deeper nozzle which had a somewhat greater throat area. The divergent walls were straight and inclined a t 2*0° to the axis, the throat was formed by circular arcs, and the constant depth was 2*22 cm. Figure 2 gives a plan of this nozzle and indicates also the pressure tappings in the base; the dimensions are shown in table 1. In the earlier work the steam pressures were read on independent mercury U-gauges, each with its own air leak and a leak indicator consisting of a water U-gauge. This arrangement was replaced by a multiple gauge (figure 3, plate 3), in which the twenty-five pairs of mercury and water columns rose from common reser voirs, supplied from tanks attached to the back of the gauge. divided into two parts; one served the leaks to which compressed air had to be adm itted because the pressure to be measured approached or exceeded th a t of th e atmosphere, while the other was connected to the leaks in the divergent p a rt of the nozzle where the pressure was less th a n atmospheric. The pairs of columns a t th e ends of the row were left open so th a t they showed the levels in the m ercury and w ater tanks, and thus gave the zeros for the other columns; th e two m ercury columns were also used as a level to set the scale on the gauge tru ly horizontal. The indications of the gauge were recorded by a 9 x 12 cm. plate camera w ith an exposure of 2| sec., the readings from the plates being corrected for parallax. This m ethod of obtaining the pressures proved m ost successful. Much tim e was saved during th e tests and a perm anent record obtained. A to tal of 107 plates was usefully exposed. As before, the apparatus was supplied w ith steam from a boiler through 50 ft. of 1^ in. pipe, and the pressure a t inlet to the nozzle was approxim ately atm ospheric. In the earlier experiments the desuperheater and two throttling valves were fitted close to the apparatus, and in the course of the discussion on the paper several speakers suggested th a t the age of the steam a t en try m ight be a factor of im portance. An additional desuperheater was therefore fitted 10 ft. from the boiler, the w ater being introduced into the pipe by a centrifugal pum p, and this gave the desuper heated steam a t entry to the nozzle an age of about ^ sec. The boiler stop valve was also used for throttling purposes, b u t it was found th a t w hatever arrangem ent of throttling and desuperheating was tried the pressure distribution in the nozzle was unaffected.
The wire was carried on a tube, \ in. outside diam eter and in* inside diam eter, which (as shown in figure 1 ) protruded into the nozzle from the downstream end. The front end of the tube was tapered, so th a t immediately behind the wire its outside diameter was ^ in. A ye in -rod ran down the centre of the tube, and to its upstream end was brazed a conical cap, from which projected one of the prongs supporting the wire. The rod was insulated from the tube by beads spaced along its length, and its downstream end was fitted with a nu t and term inal so th a t the rod could be tightened against bushes which a t both ends insulated it from the tube. The second prong supporting the wire was brazed to the tube. To avoid possible therm o electric and electro-chemical effects, all these fittings (apart from the bushes and the wire) were made of stainless steel. In addition to the rod, two fine copper galvano meter leads were inserted into the tube. They were connected to the upstream ends of the rod and the tube, and in effect may be considered as attached to the ends of the wire. The tube was traversed axially by means of a nut, and its position was shown by a scale and vernier. The travel of the wire was restricted to the divergent p art of the nozzle, where the stream velocity was supersonic; hence the flow upstream from the wire was unaffected by the presence of the wire and its support. In measuring the resistance of the wire it had to be borne in mind th a t the central rod (and to a lesser extent the tube) offered an appreciable resistance, which owing to temperature effects would vary in an incalculable manner. To avoid this difficulty the Kelvin double bridge (figure 4) was employed, in which r3, r4, r5 and r6 were fixed resistances with typical values 400, 20, 4000 and 200£>, and the resistance r 2 of the wire was about 0-4£>. To facilitate the measurements a special variable resistance was built, consisting of a single length of 16 i .w .g. Eureka wire with a resistance of ll*32f2. Two sets of tappings were provided, the intervals between the studs on the left dial being twenty times those on the right. In this way rx (and hence r2) could be quickly determined without altering the current through the wire. The mirror galvanometer was connected through a potentiometer so th a t its sensitivity could be reduced when large currents were used. W ith this apparatus it was found possible to measure r2 with an accuracy of about 0*1 %.
A 42 i .w .g . nichrome wire was first tried as th e resistance elem ent, b u t it proved too fragile for the severe conditions in the nozzle. I t was therefore replaced by a finer tungsten wire of 0*0514 mm. diam eter, the ends of which were brazed to th e steel prongs. N ot only was its life satisfactory, b u t its tem perature coefficient was 17 times th a t of nichrome, and it was therefore used throughout th e investigation. The length of each of the tungsten wires used was 0*30 in. correct to 0*01 in., which was the lim it of the accuracy of m easurem ent because of th e presence of a small blob of brazing m aterial a t the junctions w ith th e prongs. The length/diam eter ratio of the wires was about 150, so th a t end-effects m ay be ignored and th e wire considered as a cylinder operating under uniform conditions throughout its length. I t should be added th a t in all the tests the Reynolds num ber of th e flow round th e wire was far below th e critical value for cylinders which is of order 105.
3. T h e w ir e as a d e t e c t o r o f c o n d e n s a t io n In these tests the procedure adopted was as follows. The rod was first screwed as far downstream as possible, and the wire was th en outside th e nozzle. W hen con ditions had become steady, the inlet therm om eter was read and a plate exposed. The wire was then traversed up the nozzle, resistance m easurem ents being m ade a t intervals. This sequence of operations usually occupied about 8 m in., during which period the inlet tem perature rarely altered by more th a n 1° C.
The current through the wire was usually m aintained a t 80 mA. W ith larger currents the resistance and therefore the m ean tem perature of th e wire began to F igure 5. C u rre n t-re s is ta n c e c u rv e fo r th e w ire in s u p e r s a tu r a te d s te a m .
T e s t n o . 118a; R e y n o ld s n o . = 456. rise, as is shown in figure 5. I t was thought undesirable to complicate the issue by using the wire a t a tem perature appreciably exceeding th a t w ith zero current. The curve was obtained during a te st b y keeping the wire in one position in th e supersaturated region, and measuring the resistance as the current was increased.
The results of six typical tests are displayed in figure 6 , where the wire resistance and the ratio of the observed pressures P to th e initial pressures P0 are plotted on a common base. I t will be seen th a t the region of condensation corresponds to a well-marked fall in the wire resistance. In these experiments a recompression wave was present near the downstream end of the nozzle, and ap art from tests 88 and 116 this occurred within the range of the wire measurements. In test 92 the resistance curve in the region of the wave rose towards its initial value, and it is shown in the next paragraph th a t a t the crest the steam was almost dry. Again, in te st 91 w ith a greater initial superheat, the steam a t the foot of the wave was drier and therefore a t the crest was probably superheated; thus the corresponding increase in the resistance was even more marked. On the other hand, in tests 95 and 96 the steam was very wet a t the foot of the wave, the drying process of recompression was insufficient to remove all the moisture, and the rise in the resistance curves was slight. Therefore good evidence exists for believing th a t the resistance drop was due to the presence of moisture.
This conclusion was confirmed by a detailed analysis of test 92, the results of which are shown in figure 7. The temperature, velocity and dryness corresponding to a number of points on the observed pressure curve were approximately calculated, and reaonable curves drawn in. As far as the beginning of condensation the friction corrections were determined by the method explained in § 6, and in close agreement with the earlier work the condensation rise was taken as isentropic. A similar friction correction was applied in the remaining expansion. Although the recompression process involved a gain in entropy, for simplicity's sake it also was assumed isen tropic; the resulting dryness was therefore underestimated. From the evidence of figure 7 it seems difficult to believe th a t the drop in resistance depended mainly on any other factor than the dryness of the steam. I t will be noticed th a t (as in all the tests) the portion R So f the resistance curve was almost horizontal althou steam tem perature was falling. This point is dealt with in the next section, where the question of the mean tem perature taken up by an unheated conducting body is discussed.
c u rre n t (am p.) Figure 8 . C u rre n t-re sista n c e cu rv e s (te st 133). + in s u p e rs a tu ra te d ste a m , c u rv e X. O in w e t ste a m , c u rv e Y .
Several tests, of which th a t shown in figure 8 is typical, were made to determine whether the current-resistance curves for the wire were different in the super saturated and the wet regions. Comparatively large currents were used. Curve X
IO -2
shows the result obtained with the wire in supersaturated steam : for Y the wire was held in wet steam downstream from the condensation pressure rise, the flow through the nozzle being the same for both. The difference in form of the two curves is very marked. In X the increase of energy supply to the wire led to a steady rise perature, while in Y the tem perature rise was greatly delayed. I t appears th a t in Y about 1*0 A was required to dissipate the effects of moisture, w hether in the form of impacts of droplets or of a film on the wire, and not until this current was exceeded was it possible for the wire tem perature to rise. The evidence of curve X , supported by figure 7, suggests th a t in supersaturated steam these effects were in comparison negligible.
One test was performed with steam initially so highly superheated th a t no con densation took place in the nozzle. W hen the wire was traversed up the nozzle, the resistance was found to be almost constant throughout, although it was estim ated th a t over the last cm. of its travel the wire was in superheated steam. No change was noticed as the wire passed from the supersaturated to the superheated region.
T h e t e m p e r a t u r e t a k e n u p b y t h e u n h e a t e d w ir e
The conditions which obtain round the surface of an infinite circular cylinder placed transversely in a stream of fluid vary greatly from point to point. I t is th ere fore not to be expected th a t the mean tem perature taken up by an unheated con ducting cylinder can be closely predicted on theoretical grounds alone. Griffith, however, suggested in an unpublished paper th a t when compressibility effects are absent the tem perature Tx of the cylinder is related to the tem perature T of the undisturbed stream by the formula
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, J the m velocity in the undisturbed stream, and cp the of the fluid; m depends on w hether the boundary layer is lam inar or turbulent. The dimensionless P randtl number cr = 7jcplk, where y and k are th e viscosity and therm al conductivity of the fluid; it is here restricted to values of order unity. E quation (4* 1) was experimentally verified by H ilton (unpublished), who used a high-speed wind tunnel and showed th a t the value of m was about 1*57. This held good until th e Mach number M = v / a( where a is the local velocity of sound) reached 0*59, whe continuity was observed in the otherwise linear relation between and the tem perature difference. A t this point the tem perature of the cylinder suddenly rose, an effect which was attributed to the formation of a shock wave, which caused an increased am ount of kinetic energy to be converted into heat. T his explanation was confirmed by later experiments (Hilton 1938). Meissner (1938) also measured the tem perature of high-speed gas flows and mentioned the work of Muller (1920) on the tem perature distribution in the divergent p a rt of a Laval nozzle, b u t this la tte r reference cannot a t present be followed up. Now the wire in the nozzle could be regarded not merely as a detector b u t also as a resistance thermometer, and it was calibrated to an accuracy of about 1°C by immersion in a well-stirred oil bath, the current being 40 mA. The relation between its tem perature Tx in degrees centigrade and its resistance r in ohms was found to be linear and given by r = 0*2320+ 0-925 x 10-3 Tx over the range 15-163° C, O su p e r sa tu r a te d , su p e r so n ic ; + su p e r h e a te d , su b so n ic ; A su p e r h e a te d a n d su p e r sa tu r a te d , su p erso n ic.
result enabled the wire tem perature graduations to be added to figure 7. In the same way it was possible to contrast the inlet steam temperature with the almost constant wire tem perature observed in the nozzle upstream from the point of condensation. For twenty-five tests the comparison is shown in figure 9 , which indicates th a t apart from a few scattered points the wire tem perature exceeded the inlet steam tem perature. The additional point marked 'superheated and supersaturated, super sonic ' was obtained from the test mentioned a t the end of § 3. Those marked ' super heated, subsonic ' were derived by making the pressure difference between the nozzle inlet and outlet so small th a t no supersonic velocities were attained; they refer to single observations a t definite positions in the nozzle. To analyse the observations it was necessary to calculate the values of over th e working range. The values of cp were obtained from the formula given by Callendar (1920), k was taken from the observations of Milverton (1935) and 7 from thos Hawkins, Solberg & P otter (1935) . B ut much extrapolation was necessary, and the results (shown in figure 10 ) cannot be regarded as highly accurate. However, it is apparent th a t in conformity with Griffith's assum ption the value of was nearly unity, but unfortunately the form of (4*1) is such th a t the tem perature difference (Tx -T) is very sensitive to small errors in the value of The effects of variations in cr can be easily b u t crudely estim ated from (4*1) if the simplifying assumptions are made th a t the flow was frictionless and cp was constant during the expansion. Then T m ay be obtained from the inlet tem perature T0 by means of the equation
which, when substituted in (4*1), yields
Tx-T 0 = ^T)ir-V>rn?.(4-3)
Thus if cr > 1 the wire tem perature will exceed the inlet tem perature. F or the supe heated, subsonic tests in figure 9 the pressures a t the wire were higher th a n in the supersaturated, supersonic tests, thus <r and the values of (Tx -T0) obtained from (4*3) were greater, as is borne out by the observations. Because of the doubtful accuracy of figure 10 detailed analysis was confined to test 116, in which (as shown in figure 6 ) the condensation pressure rise occurred far down, giving a long length of nozzle a t nearly constant wire tem perature. The conditions obtaining a t four points in this region were calculated, and the results are given below in table 2. Friction corrections were inserted, and (4*3) was not used. The velocities were high not only actually b u t also relatively, as is indicated in line 4 which shows the values of the Mach num ber A comparison between lines 5 and 7 makes it clear th a t the tem perature differences between the wire and the undisturbed stream were consequently very considerable. The wire tem peratures suggested by Griffith's theory with m = 1*57 are shown in line 6. These tem peratures lay ju st below the initial steam tem perature 155° C, while the observed wire tem peratures were just above it. I t seems probable th a t these discrepancies were due to shock waves, for which no allowance could be made in the theory. I t will be noticed th a t, in contrast w ith the preceding paragraph, the more refined m ethod used here led Griffith's theory to predict wire tem peratures below the inlet tem perature, b u t w ith the prevailing large values of (Tx -T0) and the uncertainty over cr it is perhaps surprising th a t such close agreement between theory and experim ent was obtained.
These dynamical effects seem to have been overlooked in the earlier discussions (e.g. M artin 19!^) on the tem perature taken up by a therm om eter bulb immersed in flowing supersaturated steam. No supercooling had been observed, as it was found th a t the thermometer temperature was about the same as th a t corresponding to the saturation pressure. This was attributed solely to the deposition of a film of moisture on the bulb. Again, it has been suggested th a t one advantage of a Curtis wheel as the initial stage of a turbine is th a t although the steam may be supplied to the nozzles in a highly superheated state, its temperature has fallen greatly before it comes into contact with the blades and with the main body of the turbine case. Hence the temperature attained by these parts is much below th a t of the inlet steam. This conclusion is not supported by figure 9, and it should be added th a t the mean temperature taken up by an immersed body was shown by Meissner (1938) not to be dependent on its precise size.
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tem p e r a tu r e (° C) Figure 10 . P r a n d tl n u m b ers for ste a m .
T a b l e 2. A n a l y s i s o f t e s t 116
In itia l ste a m p ressure 14-04 lb ./sq . in ., tem p era tu re T 0 155°C . W ire cu rren t 0-080 A . <r= 1-005. 
P o in t

T h e l o s s o p h e a t p r o m t h e h e a t e d w i r e
The heat transfer from a heated cylinder immersed in a flowing fluid takes place under conditions too complicated to perm it of exact calculation. Some assistance can, however, be obtained from dimensional theory, and it is shown in text-books on fluid mechanics (e.g. Goldstein 1938) th a t (subject to certain restrictions) the Nusselt number
Nu is probably a function of cr and the Reynolds n compressibility effects are negligibly small. B ut for the present experiments, in which the velocities were supersonic, an additional param eter, the Mach number M , m ust be introduced. Now it was shown in the previous section th a t over the range of the experiments the variation of cr was small, he on the basis of the relation Nu = f(R ,M ). This method was applied by H ilpert (1932, 1933) to experiments on air, for which cr is constant over a wide range of conditions; the velocities used were subsonic, so th a t the parameter M was omitted and the form of f(R ) determined. The Nusselt number, which is dimensionless, is defined by Q = NukA{Tx -T )/L, where Q is the quantity of heat transferred in unit time across an area A , (Tx -T) is a representative temperature difference, and L a representative length which here is the wire diameter d. Previous investigators of this subject, who all used fluids a t low velocity, took the temperature of the undisturbed stream as the datum . But in the present experiments, in which the tem perature difference between the unheated wire and the undisturbed stream was so large, it seemed more correct to use the temperature of the unheated wire as datum. The value of employed in (5*2) was th a t of the undisturbed stream.
In this way five curves, like th a t for supersaturated steam in figure 8, were analysed in an attem pt to derive f(R , M) for high-veloc obtained by measuring the current-resistance relation for the wire, while it was fixed in the supersaturated region with all other conditions constant; the steam pressures were read photographically in the usual manner. To estimate N u, the energy input Q was plotted against the wire temperature. The results are shown in figure 11 , from which it will be seen th a t the observations lay on straight lines, and from the slope of these Nu was calculated with the aid of (5*2). Finally, in table 3 the resulting values of Nu are given together with those of R, M and er. The available information is too scanty to allow the form of the unknown function to be determined. Moreover, Nu could not be estimated with precision, and the values shown in column 2 are not correct in the third figure. Thus the table is best summarized by stating th a t over the small ranges of M and R which could be investigated the value of Nu was about 15. This may be compared with H ilpert's curve, which shows th a t Nu = 1 2 for R = 500. Again, the difference is due probably to shock waves, which may be ex pected to improve the heat conduction from the wire to the passing steam. Figure 12 has been drawn up to emphasize how the behaviour of the wire depended on the fluid in which it was immersed. The straight line A is taken from figure 11, while B is typical of several which (as mentioned in the second paragraph of § 4) were obtained with superheated steam a t subsonic velocities. A plate was exposed before the wire was moved from the position where the current-resistance curve was read, but, since the velocities were no longer supersonic, it was doubtful whether the pressure at the wire was the same as th at shown on the photograph. Conse quently, these results were not subjected to the analysis explained in the preceding paragraphs, but it can be asserted th at the steam condition was superheated. These fines were all straight with slopes very similar to those obtained with supersaturated steam. Curves C and D are for wet steam. The former is for steam so wet th a t the temperature of the wire barely increased. For the other, in which the wetness was less, the moisture was soon evaporated, when the curve turned over to become approximately parallel to the straight lines representing superheated and super saturated steam. Figure 12 . N u sse lt n u m b ers for su p e r h e a te d , su p e r sa tu r a te d a n d w e t ste a m . A , t e s t n o . 1 3 3 6 , su p ersa tu ra ted ; B , te s t n o . 128, su p e r h e a te d ; C, te s t n o . 132, w e tn e ss 6*7 % ; D , t e s t n o . 1 3 3 c, w e tn e ss 3*7 %.
D e t e r m i n a t i o n o f t h e l o s s e s i n t h e n o z z l e AND THE POSITION OF THE W lL SO N LIN E
For use in the preceding sections it was necessary to calculate from the observed pressure distributions the velocities and temperatures in the supersaturated region in the nozzle. As a first step the loss of heat drop had to be determined. This quantity, while called for convenience a friction loss, includes not only the friction loss but also the discrepancies arising from the Reynolds theory, which assumes the flow to be one-dimensional and takes no account of the curvature of the stream lines. In the earlier work the loss was ascertained by a laborious trial and error method, but an improved procedure, which permits of direct calculation, has since been devised.
Consider the expansion from an initial pressure to a tapping, where the pressure given by the Reynolds theory on the assumption of isentropic expansion is p x and where the observed pressure is p'x. Let (H0 -and be the corresponding isentropic and actual heat drops. Then, if (1 -K 2) is the fractional loss of heat drop,
(H0-H 'x) = K 2(H0-H X). (6-1)
It is shown in the Appendix th at K may be calculated from the known values of p 0, p x and p'x by means of the equation
(6-2)
The numerous observations of P i / P oa t each tapping were meaned, and were insert in turn into (6*2), the necessary properties of steam being taken from the tables of Callendar & Egerton (1939) . The results are shown in figure 13 under the title nozzle 2, and a mean straight line has been drawn through the plotted points. Two departures from this line are apparent. Near the throat a hump occurs, which can be attributed to the curvature of the stream-lines in th at region, a factor ignored by the Reynolds theory. Farther downstream there are traces of a wave, which was noticed when the mean values of P i l P ow ere plotted; a similar wave h in the previous experiments. From the mean straight line the velocities and tem peratures were deduced, which were required in the preceding sections. The existence of the hump was not important because no results in th at region were wanted. For purposes of comparison the results of the earlier work were recalculated with the new steam tables and are plotted on the same figure under the title nozzle 1. They are of the same general form, but the loss was greater, this being no doubt due to the smaller hydraulic mean depth and to the greater angle of divergence. In order to make possible the prediction of the pressure a t a given tapping in another nozzle operating under specified entry conditions, the analysis was extended to include the gain of entropy during the expansion. I t is proved in the Appendix th a t this entropy increase 0 ' -0 1 = 1-09876 log K +0 -084520 log This expression was evaluated for the two nozzles, and the results are plotted in figure 14 , where the hump again appears bu t in an inverted form. I f in the design stage it is desired to estim ate the pressure a t a tapping in a new nozzle, the probable values of K and ($ '-< ]> ) can be obtained from figures 13 and 14, and the corre sponding point plotted on the H-<j) chart. To show the Wilson line on the H-<j> chart the pressures a t the beginning of con densation were read for thirty-one tests divided into three sets, each a t approxi mately constant inlet pressure, and the necessary friction corrections were applied as explained above. For purposes of comparison the observations with nozzle 1 were recalculated with the new steam tables and the new method for finding the friction correction. The results are to be found in figure 15 , where Fahrenheit units have been reverted to in order th a t comparison may more easily be made with published charts. Three points are shown for each test, corresponding to the steam conditions A a t inlet, B after isentropic expansion to the pressur beginning of condensation, and C after the friction correction had been applied to B. For each test the points A and B are shown by the same symbol, to which a circle has been added to indicate C. The points C form the Wilson line, the position of which is seen to depend as much on the initial steam conditions as on the shape of the nozzle. B ut it is worthy of note th a t the points B all lie in a very narrow band.
This result may be due to friction a t the walls of the nozzle, which violates the assumption (made in the calculations) of uniformity of conditions over crosssections. (1) The work described in the preceding sections showed that, without the use of very refined methods of resistance measurement, the wire detected the appearance of moisture brought about by the change from the supersaturated to the wet state. The wire also indicated the removal of moisture during the process of recompression, and (as expected) it proved insensitive to the difference between superheated and supersaturated steam. No examination was made of the change direct from the superheated to the wet state, whether caused by loss of heat to the surroundings or by slowly doing work. Our intention of carrying out experiments on this subject (together with further research on different wires) was frustrated by the outbreak e n tr o p y of war, but it seems improbable th at the results would have been inconsistent with those previously obtained. I t appears th at the presence of moisture can be easily detected by determining the resistance-current relation for the wire. If the steam is not wet, the resistance (and hence the temperature) of the wire immediately begins to rise as the current is increased; moisture in the steam shows itself by markedly delaying the rise in the resistance.
(2) The temperature taken up by the unheated wire was found to be greatly in excess of that of the supersaturated steam in which it was immersed. As predicted by Griffith's theory, the wire temperature was nearly the same as the steam tem perature a t entrance to the nozzle. The small excess of observed over theoretical temperature was attributed to the presence of shock waves.
(3) Over the small range of Mach numbers (exceeding unity) and of Reynolds numbers which could be investigated, the Nusselt number of heat transfer from the heated wire to the surrounding steam was about 15.
(4) The position of the Wilson line was compared with th a t determined for the different nozzle used in the earlier work: it depended as much on the steam conditions a t inlet as on the shape of the nozzle.
The authors wish to express their indebtedness to the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd., for the loan of the condenser; to the Ham worthy Engineering Co., Ltd., and to James Beresford and Son, Ltd., for the loan of pumps; to Mr V. Belfield, M.A., who carried out all the photographic work; to Mr S. Munday, who constructed the nozzle and the wire supports; and to Mr B. Canning for his skilful operation of the boiler.
A p p e n d i x . D e t e r m i n a t i o n o f t h e f r i c t i o n l o s s i n t h e n o z z l e Throughout the main part of this paper use was made (except where otherwise stated) of the steam tables of Callendar & Egerton (1939) and of charts plotted from them. But for the purpose of determining the friction loss by the new method it was necessary to employ characteristic equations for steam, and these are not given in the tables mentioned above. An approximate method of determining the correction was, however, legitimate, and the equation H = p (F -0012 J)/2-2436 + 464, given by Callendar (1930) for superheated and supersaturated steam was employed. H is the total heat per lb. in lb. c .h .u ., p the pressure volume in cu.ft./lb. The second term inside the bracket may here be ignored because the experiments were carried out with steam of large specific volume. As in § 6 let the suffixes 0 and 1 refer to isentropic expansion from the inlet to the tapping, with primes to indicate the actual conditions obtaining a t th a t tapping. In addition, suppose A to be the sectional area of the nozzle, and the suffix x to refer to a cross section near the inlet where the isentropic and observed pressures are indistinguish able. Now from (6-1) the mean velocities v are related by A representative value of the last term is 3 % of (01-0!), and this may be ignored. Thus (A. 11) reduces to
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as stated in § 6.
< j> x -< j> x = 1-09876 log K + 0-84520 log (G'3bis)
